TVI ENGINE PERFORMANCE DEVELOPMENT HISTORY
The subject engine selected as a baseline for comparison
between conventional four-valve-per-cylinder porting against
the new experimental porting arrangement was the Cosworth
BDJ. This engine is one of the many variants of the highly
successful Cosworth BD series engines, and it displaces only
1100 CCs due to its very short stroke, with the figures for bore
and stroke being 81mm by 53mm respectively. The choice
of this particular motor made sense for a variety of reasons.
Belt drive cams, modular construction, and easy availability
of components also were advantages for a developmental
engine, as this guaranteed straightforward modifications.
Despite these advantages, there are some limitations with
the BDJ as well. The motor is also a relatively high inertia,
high friction unit, with six 48 mm diameter bearings on each
camshaft, plus two more on an auxiliary jackshaft; crankshaft
bearings are similarly oversized. In sum, the engine’s bulk
and reciprocating mass are enormous when compared to (for
example) current high-performance motorcycle practice in
similar displacements.
Final specifications for the 1100cc engine wound up at 13:1
compression ratio with mild camshafts. A simple electronic
“batch-fire” injection system was combined with showerhead
injectors
and
slide
throttles. This produced
a smooth “street” idle
at 8,000 rpm, easy
driveability,
and
200
bhp at 10,400 rpm and
103 ft/lbs torque. With
this promising start, it
was clear that further
development would be
valuable, especially at
higher gas flow velocities.
The original plan had
been to increase the RPM
potential of the existing
1100cc BDJ-based engine, but the unit’s architectural features
(See above) mitigated against this approach, due to the
excessive parasitic losses from its outsized bearing area and
reciprocating weight.
The decision was made instead to enlarge the engine’s
displacement to readily allow higher output testing. The first
enlargement would be to a short-stroke 1600cc configuration.
It was expected that output from this engine would be
roughly equal to a first-generation 2-liter Cosworth BDG,
which normally produces about 275 hp. Valve diameters were
accordingly made the same as an early BDG at 1.36” intake,
1.145” exhaust; but the ports were not enlarged because the
goal was to examine performance at higher flow rates. These
valve sizes are also typical of short-stroke 1600 BDA engines
sharing the same bore/stroke ratio, which produce around

240-250 horsepower using aggressive cams (EA1, BD4). With
these cams, the TVI engine produced 289 hp immediately
following break-in and mapping. A week later, a DA-19 inlet
cam was obtained and installed; this produced the best
combination of flexibility and peak power, with a full-load, fullthrottle operating range from 3500 rpm to over 11,000 rpm. In
this form, the 1600cc TVI engine was both significantly more
powerful and more flexible than a two-liter Cosworth BDG with
these same valve sizes, and completely beyond similar 1600
cc engines. (Cosworth FVA and BDD, Toyota 4AGE F/A) For the
record, in its best driveability configuration, the 1600cc Dual
Swirl engine produced 286 hp peak power @ 10,400; 242 hp
@ 8400; and 201 hp @ 7000, with the best torque figure being
159 ft/lbs.
The cylinder head remained completely unchanged through
the next two tests, which were performed to examine the
engine’s potential in road-going applications. For this
purpose, the displacement was enlarged to 2 liters, and the
compression ratio was lowered to 11.7 to 1. The increase in
displacement returned the intake valves to the same area-tovolume ratio as the original 120 bhp Ford Escort BDAs. These
cars were built for homologation purposes in the late 1960s,
and although their powerplants had a somewhat lower CR of
11:1, these street vehicles
had
two
twin-choke
Weber carburetors and
a proper tubular exhaust
header
so
induction
and exhaust were in an
advanced configuration.
It was decided to start
out with the same street
cams with the 2.0 liter
TVI engine. The original
“batch-fire” injection was
replaced with a sequential
injection system.
The results were instructive. While the original engine made
120 hp from 1600cc, power went to 240 with the 2000cc TVI
engine, improving from 75 bhp/liter to 120 bhp/liter. While
a bit of this specific power difference could be attributed to
the Escort’s lower CR and carburetors, this doesn’t begin to
explain a 45 bhp/liter increase. These figures encouraged
the exploration of higher outputs and more aggressive cams
were installed later on. This time, the TVI engine made 282
bhp and 183 ft/lbs of torque. It also was run wide open at a
sustained 1500 rpm against steady-state full load, where it
produced 102 ft/lbs of torque. The duration of the new cams
was 234 and 239 degrees for the intake and exhaust cams
respectively @ .050” lift, so they were not extreme. In sum, this
highly tractable road-going version produced 141 bhp/liter,
183 ft/lbs of torque, a smooth 800 rpm idle, and a 7500 rpm
full-throttle driving band…without a variable valve actuation
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system. Again, except for local blending at the valves, this 2
liter version used the same intake port sizes as the original 1.1
liter engine, with both of them running smoothly from 800 rpm
and up, fully demonstrating the “unfussy” quality of this highefficiency porting system.

short block, although the pistons were changed to increase
the compression ratio. The TVI engine produces 342 hp and
194 ft/lbs of torque. Full ignition advance is only 26 degrees,
compared to 31-33 for a typical BDG. With all displacement
variations, peak power for the TVI engine has occurred with
5-7 degrees less advance than the standard Cosworth unit it
was based on.
Current two-liter street engines have smaller bores than the
BDG, so the valves will not be increased in diameter, as the
existing valve and airflow architecture will fit into engines now
in production, such as the Ford Duratec. Because of this, any
further development will concentrate on refinement of the
porting, and the reduction of the parasitic losses related to the
unit’s dated physical packaging. Modern camshafts, pistons,
and scavenging would complete the exercise.
A large-bore, big valve engine is under consideration as
well; this would be the first engine with purpose-designed
architecture.

Astute readers of this tract will notice that the exhaust cam has
a longer duration than its counterpart on the inlet side. This
was true of the 1600 cc variant as well. The cause of this was a
by-product of the decision to keep the valve diameters identical
to the relevant Cosworth BD engines that the TVI engine was
based upon. While this makes it easy to compare performance
directly, it also compromises the power of the DS engine by
limiting it to an exhaust valve that is too small, given that the
intake side clearly “outflows” the exhaust. In fact, with the
1600 cc engine, no less than 16 degrees of additional exhaust
duration were required to produce the best power figures, and
one has to assume that some useful cylinder pressure was
bled off as a result a 320 degree exhaust duration. Clearly, a
larger diameter exhaust valve and ports would have achieved
effective scavenging and produced more power. Another
limitation affecting peak power is that all of the BD-legacy
cam profiles used in these tests were developed decades ago
before modern valve spring technology was developed. As
a result , all the TVI competition engines discussed here are
penalized by valve lift-to-diameter ratios, acceleration rates,
and area under the curve significantly lower than those found
on modern cam profiles.
The most recent 2liter engine is being developed for an LSR
attempt. In order to cure the too-small exhaust problem, allow
larger valves, and incorporate a more advanced combustion
chamber, an entirely new casting was produced. For this
iteration, no pattern-work was constructed; instead, sand
molds printed directly from electronic files were used.. The
TVI cylinder head was designed to mate to the existing
components without modification, including the original BDG

It should be noted here that the TVI porting system was
originally envisioned as a super-efficient conversion for greener
engines. It was specifically developed to take full advantage of
the advanced transmissions that have become available, and
the system is ideal for near-open throttle, low rpm operation
as well as exhaust energy recovery (compounding). All of this
permits a radical reduction in displaced engine volume-perdistance traveled, which greatly reduces carbon emissions
and fuel consumption. This is accomplished through the
effective use of the full valve/port annulus, combined with the
increased flow energy delivered into the cylinder, resulting in
superb charge mixing, homogenization, and combustion, The
improved intake performance increases cylinder pressure and
makes the engine resistant to back-flow, even as it requires
less overlap to achieve excellent scavenging and peak power.
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